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AbstratWe investigate onnetions between an important parameter in thetheory of Banah spaes alled the `-norm, and two properties of lassesof funtions whih are essential in Learning theory - the uniform law oflarge numbers and the Vapnik{Chervonenkis (VC) dimension. We showthat if the `-norm of a set of funtions is bounded in some sense, then theset satis�es the uniform law of large numbers. Applying this result, weshow that if X is a Banah spae whih has a nontrivial type, then the unitball of its dual satis�es the uniform law of large numbers. Next, we esti-mate the `-norm of a set of f0; 1g-funtions in terms of its VC dimension.Finally, we present a \Gelfand number" like estimate to ertain lasses offuntions. We use this estimate to formulate a learning rule, whih maybe used to approximate funtions from the unit balls of several Banahspaes.
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1 IntrodutionOne of the fundamental tools in the loal theory of Banah spaes is the so{alled`-norm. In its usual ontext, the `-norm is a norm on the spae of operatorsfrom `n2 to a Banah spae X .De�nition 1.1 Let u : `n2 ! X then`(u) = �ZIRn kuxk2X dn(x)�1=2where n is the Gaussian measure on IRn. If u : L2 ! X then `(u) = sup `(ujH)and the supremum is taken with respet to all �nite dimensional subspaes ofL2.Reall that if F is a onvex symmetri subset of IRn whih has a nonemptyinterior, then F is the unit ball of some norm denoted by k kF . Set k kF� to bethe dual norm to F and de�ne`(F ) = �ZIRn kxk2F� dn(x)�1=2:Thus, if I : `n2 ! F � is the formal identity operator, then `(F ) � `(I).In this paper we explore possible onnetions between the `-norm and otherparameters in the realm of learning theory.The basi question in Learning Theory is that of generalization. Assume thatg : 
! IR is an unknown funtion seleted from a lass of funtions F . Assumefurther that � is an (unknown) probability measure on 
, and that !1; :::; !nare seleted independently aording to �. The \student" in the learning gamereeives as data a set sn whih onsists of the sample (!i) and the values of theunknown funtion g on the sample. In return, he has to provide some funtionAsn 2 F , whih is determined by sn. The learning rule Asn has to be eÆientin the sense that for the majority of the samples, Asn is lose to g in L2(�).Usually, this learning rule is established in two steps. The �rst step is basedon the empirial data, namely, if �n is the empirial measure supported on(!1; :::; !n), the �rst step is to �nd an element of F whih approximates g inL2(�n). The seond step is to show that if n is large enough, then with highprobability, kf � gkL2(�) is lose to kf � gkL2(�n) for every f 2 F .As shown in the text, a suÆient ondition whih ensures that with high prob-ability limn!1 supf2F ���kf � gkL2(�) � kf � gkL2(�n)��� = 0is that the members of F satisfy the law of large numbers uniformly. Classes offuntions whih satisfy the uniform law of large numbers are alled Glivenko{Cantelli lasses.From a quantitative point of view, it is important to estimate the size of thesample (!1; :::; !n) needed to ensure thatPrnsupf2F ���kf � gkL2(�) � kf � gkL2(�n)��� � "o � Æ:2



In the ase of f0; 1g funtions, this estimate is usually obtained using the so-alled Vapnik{Chervonenkis (VC) dimension of the lass (see a de�nition inthe next setion). In the general ase (i.e., for lasses of funtions whih arenot f0; 1g), one uses the parametri version of the VC dimension, alled thefat-shattering dimension (see [15℄, [1℄). Thus, the ability to estimate the VCdimension of a lass is of ruial importane in Learning Theory, sine this is apossible way to obtain omplexity estimates.The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that the `-norm may serve as anadditional parameter, whih, in some ases, may replae the VC dimension orthe fat-shattering dimension, and assist in establishing omplexity estimates.To see how the `-norm may take part in this game, assume that F is a set offuntions on 
, all of whih are bounded by 1. Let K be the symmetri onvexhull of F , i.e., K = n nXi=1 �ifi��� nXi=1 j�ij = 1; fi 2 F ; n 2 No:Let � be a probability measure on 
 and set �n to be an empirial measuresupported on an i.i.d. sample seleted aording to �. Let �!i 2 L2(�n) be theharateristi funtion of f!ig, and putK=�n = n nXi=1 k(!i)�!i jk 2 Ko � L2(�n):We will show that if �E`2 (K=�n)� = o(pn)then K is a Glivenko{Cantelli lass. Moreover, it is possible to provide om-plexity bounds in terms of the empirial `-norms. As an example, we estimatethe empirial `-norms of the dual unit ball of spaes X whih have a nontrivialtype. We use this result to prove that if X is a Banah spae with type p > 1then the unit ball of the dual is a Glivenko{Cantelli lass of funtions on theunit ball of X . Using the estimate on the empirial `-norms ombined with afamous result due to Pajor and Tomzak-Jaegermann (see [8℄), we present anupper bound on the Gelfand numbers of lasses of funtions on a set 
 whihare ontained in the unit ball of a Banah spae X , provided that the pointevaluation funtionals Æ! are uniformly bounded and that X� has type 2.Next, we show that if F is a VC lass (i.e., has a �nite VC dimension) withV C(F) = d, then there is an absolute onstant C suh that for every empirialmeasure �n, `(K=�n) � Cd1=2, where K is the symmetri onvex hull of F . Weuse this result to prove that a lass of f0; 1g funtions is Glivenko{Cantelli ifand only if the empirial `-norms of F are uniformly bounded.Finally, we show that if the empirial `-norms of a lass are bounded, thenits symmetri onvex hull has a setion of odimension k whih has a \small"diameter (i.e., we obtain a \Gelfand number" like estimate). Moreover, thefuntionals whih determine this setion may be alulated empirially. Sine3



the essene of Learning Theory is to approximate an unknown funtion usingempirial data, suh a result may ome in handy. As an example, we presenta omplete learning sheme to an unknown funtion on 
 whih belongs to theunit ball of a Hilbert spae in whih the point evaluation funtionals Æ! arebounded by 1.2 Preliminary ResultsThis setion is devoted to basi de�nitions, some notation and results whihwill be used in the sequel. Given a Banah spae X , the dual of X is denotedby X� and BX is the unit ball of X . Let `n2 be IRn equipped with the normkxk2 = � nX1 jxij2� 12 . For every probability measure � on 
, let E� denote theexpetation with respet to �. In fat, we shall always assume that � is a Borelmeasure. For every ! 2 
, let Æ! be the point evaluation funtional. Thus,for every funtion f on 
, Æ!(f) = f(!). Denote by �n an empirial measuresupported on a set of n points, i.e., �n = 1nPni=1 Æ!i . Given a set A, let jAj beits ardinality. Throughout, all absolute onstants are denoted by C or . Theirvalues may hange from line to line.De�nition 2.1 Let F � `n2 be onvex and symmetri. SetF o = fx 2 `n2 j supf2F
f; x� � 1g:F o is alled the polar of F .Note that if F has a nonempty interior, then F o is the unit ball of the normk kF� , whih is the dual norm to the norm de�ned by F .We wish to extend the de�nition of the `-norm to a set F whih is notneessarily onvex:De�nition 2.2 For F � `n2 , let`(F ) = �ZIRn supf2F ��
f; x���2 dn� 12 (2.1)where n is the Gaussian measure on IRn. If F � L2 then `(F ) = supH `(F\H),where the supremum is taken with respet to all �nite dimensional subspaes ofL2 and F \H is identi�ed as `n2 by the natural isometry.Let K be the symmetri onvex hull of F � `n2 and assume it has a nonemptyinterior. It is easy to see that if g1; :::; gn are independent standard Gaussianrandom variables on some probability spae and if e1; :::; en is an orthonormalbasis in `n2 then `(F ) = (E kPni=1 gieik2K�)1=2. Indeed, sine the dual norm isdetermined by the extreme points of K, whih all belong to F [ �F , thenE  nXi=1 giei2K� = ZIRn supf2F[�F
x; f�2dn;4



implying that `(K) = `(F ).If (X; d) is a metri spae and if F � X , denote by N(";F ; d) the minimalnumber of balls with radius " (with respet to the metri d) needed to over F .N(";F ; d) are alled the overing numbers of F . In ases where the subset Fis obvious, we shall use the notation N("; d), and in ases where the metri islear we shall denote the overing numbers by N(";F).The next theorem demonstrates the onnetion between the overing num-bers of a set F and `(F ). The upper bound was established by Dudley in [2℄,while the lower one is due to Sudakov (see [13℄). A proof of both bounds maybe found in [9℄.Theorem 2.3 Let F � `n2 . Then, there are absolute positive onstants  andC suh that sup">0 "plog(N("; F )) � `(F ) � C Z 10 plog(N("; F ))d" (2.2)Next, we examine some basi de�nitions and results from learning theory.De�nition 2.4 Let F be a lass of f0; 1g funtions on a spae 
. We say thatF shatters !1; :::; !n, if for every I � f1; :::; ng there is a funtion f 2 F forwhih f(!i) = 1 if i 2 I and f(!j) = 0 if j 62 I. De�ne the Vapnik-Chervonenkisdimension of F byV C(F) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is shattered by Fo:Given a probability measure � on 
, denote by Pr the in�nite produt measure�1. If (!1; :::; !n; :::) is an in�nite i.i.d. sample seleted aording to �, let �nbe an empirial measure supported on (!1; :::; !n). Glivenko{Cantelli lasses(de�ned below) are lasses of funtions in whih, with high probability, randomempirial measures �n approximate the measure � uniformly on the elementsof the lass.De�nition 2.5 F is alled a Glivenko Cantelli lass (GC lass) with respet toa family of measures � if for every " > 0limn!1 sup�2�Prn supm>n supf2F jE�f � E�m f j � "o = 0:We end this setion with several results whih onnet the Glivenko{Cantelliondition to estimates on the overing numbers. All of the results are statedfor lasses of funtions whih are bounded by 1. The results remain valid forlasses of funtions with a uniformly bounded range - up to an onstant whihdepends only on that bound.We start with an estimate whih is at the heart of the proof of the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem (see [11℄). It provides a suÆient ondition for GC in termsof the L1(�n)-overing numbers of the lass.5



Theorem 2.6 Let F be a lass of funtions on 
, all of whih are bounded by1, and let � be a probability measure on 
. Then, there is an absolute onstantC suh that for every " > 0,Prfsupf2F jE�f � E�n f j > "g � (2.3)�8�exp(�n"2=C) + PrnlogN�"=8;F ; L1(�n)� > n"2C o�: (2.4)In partiular, if for every " > 0,sup�n logN�";F ; L1(�n)� = o(n)then F is a GC lass with respet to the measure �.Remark 1 Note that for every probability measure � and every " > 0,N�"; F; L1(�)� � N�"; F; L2(�)�:Thus, to prove that F is GC with respet to �, it suÆes to show thatsup�n logN�";F ; L2(�n)� = o(n):This next result is due to Dudley, Gin�e and Zinn (see [4℄).Theorem 2.7 Let F be a lass of funtions on 
 whih are all bounded by 1.Then, F is a GC lass with respet to all Borel probability measures if and onlyif for every " > 0, sup�n logN�";F ; L1(�n)� = o(n)Corollary 2.8 Let F be a GC lass of funtions on 
 whih are all bounded by1. Then, for every h 2 F , the lass Fh = f(f � h)2jf 2 Fg is a GC lass too.The proof of this laim is based on the fat that the L1(�n){overing numbersof Fh may be estimates by the L1(�n){overing numbers of F .3 `-Norm and Glivenko{Cantelli ClassesLet F be a lass of uniformly bounded funtions on a domain 
. We will showthat if `(F) is bounded in some sense, then F is a GC lass. We use this resultto show that if X has type p > 1 (de�ned below), then BX� is a GC lass offuntions on BX with respet to a ertain family of measures.Let f!1; :::; !ng � 
 be an i.i.d. sample seleted aording to the measure� and denote the empirial measure assoiated with this sample by �n. SetF=�n = fPni=1 f(!i)�!i jf 2 Fg and put `n = �E`2 (F=�n)�1=2, where theexpetation is with respet to the produt measure �1.6



Theorem 3.1 If `n = o(pn) then F is a GC lass with respet to the measure�. Moreover, if ` = supn `n is �nite, then there is some absolute onstant Csuh that for every " > 0 and 0 < Æ � 1,Prnsupf2F jE�f � E�n f j � "o < Æprovided that n � Cmaxn log 1Æ"2 ; `2"4Æo:Proof: First, note that L2(�n) is isometri to `n2 . Thus, by Theorem 2.3, thereis some absolute onstant C suh that for every empirial measure �n and every" > 0, logN�";F=�n; L2(�n)� � C `2(F=�n)"2 :Hene, by Chebyshev's inequality and sine N�"; L1(�n)� � N�"; L2(�n)� itfollows thatPrnlogN�"=8;F=�n; L1(�n)� � n"2=Co �E logN�"=8;F=�n; L2(�n)�n"2=C ��C `2nn"4 :Now, the laim follows by Theorem 2.6. �One lass of funtions whih is partiularly interesting is the unit ball of adual spae. In the �nite dimensional setting, BX� is a GC lass of funtions onany bounded subset of X . On the other hand, it is far from obvious whetherthe same holds in the in�nite dimensional ase. The in�nite dimensional aseis important beause linear separators on an in�nite dimensional spae are atthe heart of the Support Vetor Mahine proedure, whih is highly regardedby the Learning Theory ommunity (see [15℄).Formally, the question we investigate is as follows: let X be a Banah spae.Is BX� a GC lass of funtions on BX? It was shown in [7℄ that the answer isdetermined by a geometri property of the spae X alled type.De�nition 3.2 A Banah spae X has Gaussian type p if there is some on-stant C suh that for every x1; :::; xn 2 X,�E  nX1 gixi2�1=2 � C� nX1 kxikp�1=p: (3.1)The basi fats onerning the onept of type may be found, for example, in[6℄ or in [14℄. Clearly, for every Banah spae (3.1) holds in the ase p = 1. Thebest onstant C whih satis�es (3.1) is alled the type onstant and is denotedby Tp(X). If K � `n2 is onvex, symmetri with a nonempty interior, set Tp(K)to be the type onstant of the norm indued by K.7



A similar de�nition of type may be given using Rademaher random variablesinstead of Gaussian variables, but the two de�nitions are equivalent (see [14℄).In [7℄ it was shown that BX� is a GC lass of funtions on BX if and onlyif X has type p > 1. The idea behind the proof in [7℄ was to �nd a tight boundon the so{alled fat shattering dimension of BX� , whih is a parametri versionof the VC dimension. Here, we present a ompletely di�erent approah to thisquestion. We show that if X has type p > 1 then BX� is a GC lass with respetto a ertain family of measures using an estimate on the `-norms of the lass.It turns out that the sample omplexity estimates obtained using this methodare better than those found in [7℄.Note that there is an easier proof to the fat that if X has type p > 1 thenBX� is a GC lass. The proof is based on an idea whih is due to Maurey (see[10℄). However, the estimates for `(BX�=�n) whih are at the heart of the proofwe present, serve other purposes in the sequel.Lemma 3.3 Let X be a Banah spae whih has type p > 1. Then, for ev-ery empirial measure �n on BX whih is supported on a linearly independentsample, `(BX�=�n) � Tp(X)n1=p�1=2.Proof: Note that if X has type p then X�� has type p and Tp(X) = Tp(X��)(see [14℄, pg. 83). Set Tp = Tp(X) and let x1; :::; xn 2 BX be linearly indepen-dent. Set V = spanfx1; :::; xng and let Y = (V; k kY ), where k kY is given bykP�ixikY = (P�2i )1=2. Put E = fPx�(xi)xij kx�k � 1g � Y . Clearly, Y isan inner produt spae and (xi) is an orthonormal basis in Y . Also, E � Y issymmetri, onvex and has a nonempty interior.Note that Tp(Eo) � Tp. Indeed, de�ne Q : X� ! (V; k kE) by Qx =�x�(x1); :::; x�(xn)�. Sine Q(BX�) = E then E is isometri to a quotient of X�and therefore (V; k kEo) is isometri to a subspae of X��. Thus, Tp(Eo) � Tpas laimed.Let �n be the empirial measure supported on the sample x1; :::; xn 2 X .Sine kx�kL2(�n) = � 1n Pni=1�x�(xi)�2�1=2 then kx�kL2(�n) = kQ(x�=pn)kY ,and the map T : L2(�n) ! Y whih is given by Tf = 1=pnPn1 f(xi)xi is anisometry. Clearly, T (BX�=�n) = E=pn and we shall denote this set by F . FromDe�nition 3.2 it is easy to see that Tp(F o) = Tp(Eo) and that with respet toY , `(F ) = �E  nXi=1 gixi2F o�1=2 � Tp(Eo)� nXi=1 kxikpF o�1=p: (3.2)But kxikF o = supf2F
f; xi� = supkx�k�1=pn
 nXj=1 x�(xj)xj ; xi� � 1pn;and therefore, `(F ) � Tpn1=p�1=2 in Y , implying that `(BX�=�n) � Tpn1=p�1=2in L2(�n). �8



Theorem 3.4 Let X be a Banah spae whih has type p > 1 and let � be aprobability measure on BX suh that for every n,Prnsn = (x1; :::; xn)jx1; :::; xn are linearly dependento = 0:Then, BX� is a GC lass on the set BX with respet to �. Moreover, there issome onstant C whih depends only on Tp(X), suh that for every "; Æ 2 (0; 1)and for n � (C"4Æ)�p=(2p�2),sup� Prn supkx�k�1 jE�x� � E�nx�j � "o � Æ:Proof: First, reall that by Lemma 3.1, it is enough to show that `n =�E`2 (BX�=�n)�1=2 is o(pn). By the assumption on the measure �, a randomsample is supported on a linearly independent set fx1; :::; xng almost surely.Thus, by Lemma 3.3, for an empirial measure supported on suh a sample,`(BX�=�n) � Tp(X)n1=p�1=2. Therefore, if P > 1 then `n = o(pn).To show the omplexity estimate, note that by the proof of Lemma 3.1, thereis an some absolute onstant C > 0 suh thatPrnsupf2F jE�f � E�n f j � "o ��8�exp(�n"2=C) + C `2nn"4�;and our laim follows. �Remark 2 The assertion of Theorem 3.4 remains true if instead of the unitballs BX and BX� we take any two balls rBX � X and RBX� � X� for anyR; r > 0. In this ase, the onstant in the omplexity estimate n("; Æ) dependson the radii of the two balls.Next, we apply Lemma 3.3 and obtain an upper estimate on the Gelfandnumbers (de�ned below) of lasses of funtions whih are subsets of the unitball of ertain Banah spaes.De�nition 3.5 Let X and Y be Banah spaes and u : X ! Y . Denote byk(u) the k-th Gelfand number of u, i.e.,k(u) = inffujS ��S � X; odim S < kg:If F is a onvex symmetri subset of `n2 whih has a nonempty interior and if Iis the formal identity I : ln2 ! F �, then 2k(I�) is the smallest possible diameterin `n2 of a k-odimensional setion of F . Denote this quantity by k(F ).It turns out that the Gelfand numbers may be estimated in terms of the`-norm. This important result is due to Pajor and Tomzak-Jaegermann (see[8℄,[9℄). 9



Theorem 3.6 There is a onstant C suh that for all Banah spaes X, for alln � 1 and for every u : `n2 ! Xsupk�1 k1=2k(u�) � C`(u)Let X be a Banah spae of funtions on 
. Assume that the point eval-uation funtionals Æ! are uniformly bounded (i.e., there is some m suh thatsup!2
 kÆ!kX� � m) and that X� has type 2. For example, X may be a SobolevHilbert spae W k;20 (
) for an appropriate seletion of k.We shall use Lemma 3.3 to estimate the Gelfand numbers of F = BX inL2(�) for any probability measure on 
. We begin with the following lemma:Lemma 3.7 If F is a GC lass of funtions on 
 whih are uniformly bounded,then (F � F)2 = f(f1 � f2)2jfi 2 Fg is a GC lass. Also, for every " > 0 andevery probability measure �, there is an empirial measure �n suh that for everyA � F , diamL2(�)(A) � diamL2(�n)(A) + ".Proof: Clearly, we may assume that all the elements of F are bounded by 1.First, we shall show that (F�F)2 is a GC lass. Note that if �n is any empirialmeasure then N�"; (F �F)2; L1(�n)� � N2�"=8;F ; L1(�n)�. Indeed, let H =(hi) be an "-over to F in L1. Sine all the elements of F are bounded by 1pointwise, we may assume that eah hi is bounded by 1. Thus, it is easy to seethat for every f1; f2 2 F , ��(f1 � f2)2 � (h1 � h2)2�� � 4(jf1 � h1j + jf2 � h2j).Therefore, if kfi � hikL1(�n) � " then(f1 � f2)2 � (h1 � h2)2L1(�n) � 8"and (H�H)2 is an 8"-net to (F�F)2. Hene, for every " > 0 and every integern, sup�n logN�"; (F �F)2; L1(�n)� � 2 sup�n logN�"=8;F ; L1(�n)�;whih, by Theorem 2.7 is o(n). Therefore, (F �F)2 is a GC lass.Turning to the seond laim, let � be a probability measure on 
. Sine(F � F)2 is a GC lass, then for every " > 0 there is some empirial measure�n suh that supf;g2F ���kf � gk2L2(�n) � kf � gk2L2(�)��� < ":Hene, if A � F then diam2L2(�)(A) � diam2L2(�n)(A)+ " and our laim follows.�Corollary 3.8 Let X be a Banah spae of funtions on 
. Assume that thepoint evaluation funtionals Æ! are uniformly bounded by m and that X� has type2. For every probability measure � on 
, let I : X ! L2(�) be the inlusionoperator and assume that for every ! 2 
, �(f!g) = 0. Then, there is someonstant C = C(m) suh that k(I) � CT2(X�)k�1=2.10



We shall present a proof to this laim in the ase where the point evaluationfuntionals are bounded by 1. The general ase follow by the same argument.Proof: First, note that for every probability measure � on 
, X � L2(�).Indeed, sine sup!2
 kÆ!kX� � 1, then for every x 2 BX and every ! 2 
jx(!)j = jÆ!(x)j � 1. Thus, all the elements of BX bounded by 1 pointwise.Set T : 
! BX� by T (!) = Æ!. For every measure � on 
 let ~� be a measureon BX� , given by ~�(A) = ��T�1(A)�. Note that if �n is an empirial measureon 
, then T indues an isometry between L2(
; �n) and L2(BX� ; ~�n), underwhih BX=�n is mapped onto BX��=~�n � L2(BX� ; ~�n). Hene, k(BX��=~�n) =k(BX=�n). Also, if �n is supported on a set of n distint points (i.e., !i 6= !jif i 6= j), then Æ!1 ; :::; Æ!n are linearly independent. Sine X� has type 2 thenby Lemma 3.3 `(BX��=~�n) � T2(X�). Thus, by Theorem 3.6, k(BX��=~�n) �CT2(X�)k�1=2, implying that k(BX=�n) � CT2(X�)k�1=2 in L2(�n).Note that for every " > 0, ess sup�n logN�";BX ; L1(�n)� = o(n). Indeed,by the assumption on �, almost every empirial measure �n is supported on aset of n distint points. Thus, for almost every empirial seleted aording to�, logN�";BX=�n; L1(�n)� � logN�";BX��= ~�n; L1(~�n)� �� sup�n logN�";BX��=�n; L1(~�n)�;where the supremum on the right hand side is taken with respet to all theempirial measures �n on BX� whih are supported on a linearly independentset. By Theorem 3.4 the supremum is o(n), therefore, by Theorem 2.6, BX is aGC lass of funtions on 
 with respet to �.As noted above, for every x 2 BX , sup!2
 jx(!)j � 1. Therefore, we mayapply Lemma 3.7 to BX as funtions on 
. Thus, for every " > 0 and every prob-ability measure � on 
, there is some empirial measure �n suh that for everyA � BX , diamL2(�)(A) � diamL2(�n)(A)+". Again, by the assumption on �, �nmay be hosen as an empirial measure supported on n distint points. Let (z�i )be the k funtionals on L2(�n) suh that diam�T(ker(z�i )\BX )� = k(BX=�n).Sine the dual of L2(�n) is spanned by empirial funtionals (i.e. linear om-binations of point evaluation funtionals), then eah z�i may be represented asPni=1 aijÆ!i . Also, sine the point evaluation funtionals belong to X�, thenz�i 2 X�. Hene, H = T ker(z�i ) is a k-odimensional subspae of X anddiamL2(�)(H \ BX) � diamL2(�n)(H \ BX) + " � CT2(X�)k�1=2 + ":Therefore, k(I) � CT2(X�)k�1=2 as laimed. �We end this setion with an estimate on the `-norm of lasses whih havea �nite VC dimension. As a starting point, we require an estimate on the L2overing numbers of suh lasses, whih is due to Haussler (see [16℄).Theorem 3.9 Let F be lass of f0; 1g funtions suh that V C(F) = d. Then,there is an absolute onstant C suh that for every probability measure � on 
,N(";F ; L2(�)) � Cd(4e)d�1"�2d:11



Theorem 3.10 Let F � L2(�) whih onsists of f0; 1g funtions and assumethat V C(F) = d. Then, there is some absolute onstant C suh that `(F) �Cd1=2.Proof: Let H be a �nite dimensional subspae of L2(�). Clearly, for every0 < " � 1, logN�";F \H;L2(�)� � logN�";F ; L2(�)� � Cd log 2" :If " > 1 then f0g is an "-over of F , hene, for suh ", the log-overing numbersof F vanish. By Theorem 2.3,`(F \H) � Z 10 rCd log 2"d" � Cd1=2:and our laim follows. �Corollary 3.11 Let F be a lass of f0; 1g funtions on 
. Then, F is a GClass with respet to all probability measures on 
 if and only ifsupn sup�n `(F=�n) <1:Proof: Reall that a lass of f0; 1g funtions is GC with respet to all probabil-ity measures on 
 if and only if it has a �nite VC dimension (see [4℄). Thus, onediretion of our laim follows from Theorem 3.10. The onverse follows fromTheorem 3.1. �4 Appliations to Learning TheoryAs stated in the introdution, the basi question in Learning Theory is that ofgeneralization: given an unknown funtion g : 
 ! IR whih is a member of alass F and an i.i.d. sample �(!1; :::; !n); (g(!1); :::; g(!n))	 seleted aordingto an unknown probability measure � on 
, is it possible to onstrut somefuntion f suh that kf � gkL2(�) is \small"? The law whih assigns a funtionto eah sample should be eÆient, in the sense that for \most" of the samples,it should produe a funtion whih is indeed lose to g. We shall assume thatfor every ! 2 
, �(f!g) = 0.In this setion, we formulate suh a law using a \Gelfand like" estimate. Thebasis of our sheme is the following theorem:Theorem 4.1 Let F be a lass of funtions on 
 whih are uniformly boundedby m. Set G to be the symmetri onvex hull of F and assume that `(F=�n)are uniformly bounded by `. Then, there is some onstant C = C(m) suhthat for every " > 0 there are k empirial linear funtionals x�i , for whihdiamL2(�)�T(ker(x�i ) \G)� � "1=2 + Ck�1=2`.12



Moreover, there is some onstant C 0 = C 0(m) suh that for every " > 0,0 < Æ � 1 and n � C 0maxn `2"4Æ ; log 1Æ"2 o (4.1)there is a set S onsisting of samples of n elements of 
, Pr(S) � 1� Æ, suhthat for every sample (!1; :::; !n) 2 S the funtionals x�i an be hosen to be alinear ombination of fÆ!1 ; :::; Æ!ng.Proof: Sine `(F=�n) = `(G=�n) then by Theorem 2.3 there is some onstantC > 0 suh that for every empirial measure �n, logN�";G; L2(�n)� � C`2="2.Thus, by a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 3.7,sup�n logN�"; (G�G)2; L1(�n)� � sup�n logN�"=8; G; L1(�n)� � C� `2"2�:By the estimate in Theorem 2.6 applied to the lass (G�G)2, it follows that if" > 0, 0 < Æ � 1 and n is as in (4.1), there is a set S of samples (!1; :::; !n) ofprobability larger than 1� Æ, suh that for every empirial measure supportedon sn 2 S, supf;g2G ���kf � gk2L2(�) � kf � gk2L2(�n)��� < ".Let �n be any suh empirial measure. Then, for any set A � G,diamL2(�)(A) � diamL2(�n) + "1=2:By Theorem 3.6, there are k linear funtionals (x�i ) on L2(�n), suh thatdiamL2(�n)T(ker(x�i ) \ G) � C`k�1=2. Sine �n is supported on (!1; :::; !n)and sine (Æ!i) is a basis to the dual spae of L2(�n), eah funtional x�i is alinear ombination of Æ!i and our laim follows. �As an example of a ase in whih Theorem 4.1 may be applied is the ase ofVC lasses. Indeed, if V C(F) = d there is some absolute onstant C suh that`2 � Cd.Using Theorem 4.1 it is possible to onstrut a learning algorithm whihenables one to onstrut an approximation to the unknown funtion g, whenthe data at hand is �(!1; :::; !n); �g(!1); :::; g(!n)�	. Indeed, given " > 0 and0 < Æ � 1, let S be as in Theorem 4.1. Then, with probability larger than1 � Æ, (!1; :::; !n) 2 S and the empirial funtionals (x�i ) may be hosen asa linear ombination of (Æ!i). Sine a part of the data reeived are the values�g(!i)�, then for every 1 � i � k, x�i (g) may be alulated by the empirial data.Hene, if we an �nd some f 2 G suh that x�i (g) = x�i (f), then kf � gkL2(�) �2("1=2 + Ck�1=2`).In the following example we provide a learning sheme whih is based onthis idea.Example: Let X be a Hilbert spae of funtions on 
 suh that the pointevaluation funtionals Æ! are uniformly bounded by 1 (e.g. a Sobolev Hilbertspae W k;20 (
) for an appropriate value of k), and set F to be a subset of BX .The idea behind the learning sheme is as follows: �rst, one has to onstrut a13



setion of F whih has a small diameter using the empirial funtionals (x�i ).Seond, due to the struture of X it is possible to identify a funtion f suhthat x�i (f) = x�i (g).To onstrut the funtionals, let n be as in Theorem 4.1 and suppose thatthe sample !1; :::; !n is seleted randomly aording to the measure �. Justas in Corollary 3.8, for every empirial measure �n, `(BX=�n) � T2(X�) =1. Fix " > 0 and 0 < Æ � 1, and let n be as in (4.1). By Theorem 4.1,there is some onstant C and a set S suh that Pr(S) � 1 � Æ and for everysample sn 2 S there are k-empirial funtionals x�i = Pn1 aijÆ!j , for whihdiamL2(�)�T(ker(x�i ) \ BX)� � Ck�1=2 + "1=2.Turning to the seond step, sine Æ! 2 BX� , there is some W 2 BX suhthat for every f 2 X , f(!) = Æ!(f) = 
f;W �. Given the sample f!1; :::; !ng,let Wi be the representation of the funtional Æ!i , set Y = spanfW1; :::;Wngand let PY be the orthogonal projetion onto Y . It is easy to see that for everyx 2 X , x(!i) = (PY x)(!i). Moreover, sine X is a Hilbert spae, then for everyx 2 X , kPY xk � kxk. Thus, there is some f 2 BX \Y suh that x�j (f) = x�j (g).To identify the desired f , note that if f 2 BX \ Y , there are �1; :::; �n suhthat Pni;j=1 �i�j
Wi;Wj� � 1 and f =Pn1 �iWi. Therefore, an approximatingfuntion f will be any solution to the system of k equations with n variables(�1; :::; �n) nXi=1 aijg(!i) = nXk=1�k nXi=1 aij
Wi;Wk�;(whih is simply x�j (g) = x�j (f)), subjeted to the onstraint thatnXi;j=1 �i�j
Wi;Wj� � 1:Of ourse, f = PY g is suh a solution, but there are many other possible solu-tions to this system of equations.From a pratial point of view, the only problem in implementing this learn-ing sheme is to determine the funtionals (x�i ). However, it follows from theproof of Theorem 3.6 that the funtionals x�i may be seleted randomly. Theyare the rows of the random linear operatorG : IRn ! IRk, whose entries are i.i.d.Gaussian random variables. It turns out (see [9℄, [5℄) that for every onvex sym-metri subset K � `n2 , with high probability, diam(ker(G)\K) � C`(K)k�1=2.Thus, the oeÆients (aij) in the example above may be seleted randomly.Also, note that in many interesting ases, the funtion u(!1; !2) = 
W1;W2�an be alulated expliitly. Many suh examples of so-alled Reproduing Ker-nels may be found in [12℄.To sum-up, the ability to estimate the `-norm of lasses of funtions whihare interesting from the perspetive of Learning Theory is valuable, sine itenables one to onstrut an approximation sheme based on the empirial dataone reeives.The fat that the `-norm provides an estimate on the diameter of an \opti-mal" k-odimensional setion of the lass in question has pratial impliations14



thanks to two fats. First, beause it is possible to �nd \almost optimal" se-tions using a simple random proedure, and seond, beause the empirial datatells us on what translation of the setion the unknown funtion is loated.Thus, it is possible to use `-norm estimates and onstrut a learning shemejust as in the example above.5 AknowledgmentsI would like to thank Gil Luria for many hours of fruitful disussions, and tothe anonymous referee for his valuable omments and suggestions.
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